into battle
sustained. And although perhaps only one in two or three hundred
bombs hit—we have had scores of ships under hours and hours of
bombing—yet every now and again there is a hit, and the injury
is disproportionate altogether to the power and value of the aircraft
which inflicts it. Nevertheless, the Navy were perfectly ready to
carry the troops in, and no one doubted their ability to do so.
Why, then, was this plan, which was timed for 25th April,
abandoned ? It was abandoned because, on the I7th, the two
diversionary landings had made good progress, and it seemed much
easier to capture Trondheim by this method than to incur the
heavy cost of direct attack. I must make it perfectly clear that
the Admiralty never withdrew their offer or considered the opera-
tion impracticable in the naval aspect. Grave doubts were, however,
entertained by the military as to the possibility of making an opposed
landing under heavy hostile air superiority, apart from the existence
of machine-guns, and in these circumstances the Chiefs of Staff, and
not only the Chiefs of Staff but their Deputies or Vice-Chiefs, as
they are now called, without the slightest difference of opinion, so
far as I am aware, advised that it would be less costly and surer
to convert the diversionary landings into the main attack. No
one has the slightest right to suggest that the Navy withdrew
from this undertaking or that the politicians overruled the Admirals.
I take the fullest responsibility—and so do the Prime Minister and
the other Ministers concerned—for having accepted the unanimous
view of our expert advisers. I thought they were right at the
time and on the information we then had, and I have seen no reason
to alter my view by what I have learned since.
However, the situation rapidly became worse. In the first
place, the German thrust north of Oslo developed enormous
strength. The Norwegians were unable to hold the mountain
passes, and they did not destroy the roads and railways. By the
25th or 26th the possibility of the arrival in the region south of
Trondheim of very large German forces, thoroughly equipped and
maintained, had to be foreseen. At the same time the intense and
continuous bombing of the bases at Namsos and Andalsnes prevented
the landing at these small fishing-ports of any large reinforcements,
even of the artillery and of the many supplies for the infantry we
had already landed. It was, therefore, necessary either to withdraw
the troops, or leave them to be destroyed by overwhelming force.
The decision to withdraw was undoubtedly sound, and the extri-
cation and the re-embarkation of those 12,000 men—for that is
all there were, less than a division—was accomplished with very
great skill and, I may also add, with very good luck.
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